Temperature Regulated Comfort
PC CUTBACK WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
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NEW! Propelling
Perfection
Blake Medical is excited to introduce the new PC Cutback
wheelchair cushion with revolutionary temperature
regulating technology.

Designed using KulKote phase change
material with temperature regulating
technology, the PC Cutback actively
pulls and stores heat energy from
the user to maintain a comfortable
skin temperature of 86 degrees.
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The PC Cutback ensures a cooler, more
comfortable seat, greatly reducing the risk of
moisture related pressure injuries due to
perspiration. If the user begins to cool, the PC
Cutback and its phase change material will
release the stored heat energy to lessen
Easier
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the cooling effect.
The PC Cutback is also the first
wheelchair cushion to utilize a Non
Temperature Sensitive Memory
Foam to keep the user comfortable in
any temperature.
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ADAPTING TO YOUR NEEDS. EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

Temperature Regulated Comfort
PC CUTBACK WHEELCHAIR CUSHION
The right cushion can make all the
difference in the comfort and longterm health of a wheelchair user. Blake
Medical is committed to utilizing the
latest technology to provide the best
products in the industry.

KulKote is a temperature regulating technology.
It’s a proprietary coating consisting of water based
polymers and Phase Change Materials (PCM).
An industrial product that is used in consumer goods,
KulKote is typically applied to flexible foams, textiles,
and/or fibers to regulate body temperature.
Most wheelchair cushions are either all foam or have
foam components in them and are prone to absorbing
and holding body heat.
As a result, the cushion gets (and stays) hot which
makes for an uncomfortable situation. By regulating the
temperature (narrowing the temperature variations), the
user stays more comfortable.

FACT
Excess perspiration
leads to skin breakdown
SOLUTION
PC Cutback cushion
eliminates heat and
moisture build-up

Agility.
Flexibility.
Responsiveness.
Blake Medical is a family-run business, and we
strive to treat each client like a part of our family.
If for any reason you are not happy with one of
our products, please let us know and we will
rectify the issue.
Our innovative engineers and committed
customer service personnel are focused on
ensuring a consistently positive customer
experience that exceeds expectations.
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